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  , tell yourself you’re looking for someone else or
you’re looking as a joke. Find yourself. Experience a moment of heart
stopping anxiety as you click the link on your name:
“self-obsessed”
“great clothes”
“boring class”
“who gives a f*?”
“stupidest waste of time”
“stuck-up snob teaching useless crap”
“who cares”
“don’t take this class !!!”
ere might be positive things written about you—but this isn’t going to be
what you remember. It’s the nasty stuff that sticks.
How do you feel? A hole in the pit of your stomach … didn’t you not
publish anything at all this year because you’ve been slaving away at the
prep for this course? Didn’t you assign long-format writing to give students
a chance to really stretch … and thus stretch out your marking? Didn’t you
paste on that smile every day knowing you were walking into a hostile room
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of non-majors who would rather just text-message smileys to each other
than learn business writing? Why the hell are you doing this anyways?
Why don’t I come right out and say it: my ranking on RateMyProfessors is awful. Really bad. I’ve earned one of those little grey faces and an
overall ranking (as of today) of ., and a hotness quotient of zero, based
on evaluations submitted by twenty-four students, mostly between September  and March .

On the rating of professors

e site’s creators tout RateMyProfessors as a tool of student empowerment, helping undergraduates to better navigate undergraduate course
selection ( “About us”).
But does it actually help anyone to choose their courses? I asked my
current students about this in class. When queried directly about ,
most look vaguely appalled that I know about it or that I might think that
they use it to pick courses. After this discussion, in the relative privacy
of my office hour, some of my students stop by to tell me with nervous
sympathy that my ranking on that site “is pretty bad” and that I probably
shouldn’t look at it.
I’m touched, if a little uncomfortable, with these students’ concerns
with my self-esteem, but a little self-searching suggests that they were
not too far off the mark in reading my response to the site as primarily
emotional. I’m surprised to discover that some—most—of my reactions to
my rankings are completely personal rather than professional. Such reactions, though, are coded into  itself, even as it claims the moral high
ground of promoting transparency in education. In nearly the same breath
as  founder John Swapceinski claims that “millions of students use
the site to help plan their class schedules, and improve the quality of their
educations,” the press release in which he makes this statement describes
the student submissions as constituting “a public review (and sometimes
a public flogging) of university professors” and promotes the feature that
allows students to “see who the hottest professors are at their school, as
well as read the top  funniest ratings” ( “About us”).
Ultimately, I find that these reviews—unsystematic, impossible to
verify for authenticity, taken not at all seriously by university administrations, and often treated as a joke by students themselves (Westhues,
Romanowska)—provoke such anger and anxiety in me because … they
hurt my feelings. While on some level, the creators and raters on this site
may indeed be attempting to redress the opacity of teacher evaluation and
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honestly spotlight truly great or poor teachers, at base  is most successful as an entertainment: a place to rant, to fantasize, to pass the time,
to let fly the resentment and tension that build in the course of a difficult
and challenging education. at this process now happens online in a publicly accessible forum in which the targets of such venting can “eavesdrop”
is the only major innovation in an otherwise time-honoured tradition of
gossiping about the larger-than-life figures that seem to control student
destiny: professors. And eavesdropping on this gossip, it’s worth noting,
appeals more to the person Aimée than to the professor Dr Morrison.
Teaching is a performance that puts the professor at the centre of what
always feels like an evaluative gaze, in a room of spectators who remain
ciphers. It’s nerve-wracking. At the front of the classroom it is natural to
wonder: Do they know I assign this work for them, not for me? Why don’t
they answer direct questions? Has anyone done the reading? Try as we
might, on a day-to-day basis we can’t know what they’re thinking out there.
On a more personal level, we might worry: What do they really think of
me? Was that joke I just made really over the top?  is far better able
to answer the second category of questions—the personal ones—than it is
the first. As the “Frequently Asked Questions” page somewhat unnecessarily reminds professors, “students … are rating you every day, whether
or not you are listed on this site. ink of this site as an opportunity to
hear what your students normally keep secret from you” ( “”).
, allowing us a view into the student view of the classroom, reveals
our worst fears and best fantasies. As my own online evaluations make
clear, they really are looking at my ass when I write on the board—they
do indeed find me a stickler for grammar and a stick in the mud. e first
time I read my evaluations, in the middle of my first teaching term as a
tenure-track assistant professor, I cried.
Here’s the conclusion I’ve come to: Maybe we’d really be better off
not knowing what students think, at least not the thoughts they put on
offer on .
Teaching, after all, is not supposed to be about my feelings. But I have
to admit that I check my  rankings not to verify the usefulness of a
given teaching strategy, or response to an assignment, but rather to see
if, really, my students like me. I can’t resist putting my ear to this particular digital keyhole even though I know full well my impulse is foolish
and my motives spurious. I’m not alone in my neurosis. In a Chronicle
of Higher Education “First Person” article, “Humbert Humbert, the ”
details his descent from caring professional educator to slavish follower
of  (Falter). He sums up his new teaching philosophy as “Get the
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chili pepper.” Other professors lash back at the site’s perceived wrongs
against them. A recent article in Inside Higher Education pointed me to
the blog of “e Professor,” an academic who is offering to post professors’
anonymous ratings of their students. Some posts mimic pretty closely
the style and tone of , satirizing the source text—or descending to
its level. Biting humour, frustration, idealism, cynicism, hope, and sour
grapes intermingle (Epstein; see also Lipka). Math professor Stephen
Berman at the University of Saskatchewan was recently fired for posting
negative reviews to —some eighty comments about his departmental
colleagues, whose teaching he was presumably not in a very good position
to evaluate (Carnevale). Commentary on Inside Higher Education reveals
professors claiming to be asked by their friends to submit positive ratings
on their behalf to help their tenure cases or to fill their classes (Miller).
Clearly, this is unprofessional behaviour, intended not to improve teaching or learning but, rather, to bolster or damage professional reputations
in purely personal ways.
It is important to recall that  has no real clout—my yearly merit
assessments are based on formal student evaluations of my teaching, not
Internet polls, and my classes continue to fill. Against twenty-four fairly
miserable online rankings, nearly three hundred and fifty universityadministered course questionnaires offer a more statistically significant,
better-controlled, and more nuanced assessment of my teaching. My use
of  is an indictment of my own ego, my own need to hear a conversation that, finally, has very little actually to do with me. My behaviour is
thus also a testament to ’s ultimate lack of real standing in the world
I inhabit: I don’t take the site seriously as an evaluation of my teaching
or assessment of my tenure chances because no one else does, and I don’t
have to.
Suddenly, I realize I have no urge at all to write to the Rate Your Students blog with my own gripes, and I begin to feel oddly uncomfortable
with my very strong reactions to .  ultimately does me little harm
and is obviously popular among its target audience. Why not let it be?
e appeal to posters seems to lie (according to various reports) in the site
as a chance to strike back at a particular person or an entertaining read
/ good way to procrastinate. Indeed, a colleague indicates to me that she
discovered her teenaged daughters found it amusing to randomly assign
ratings to professors at schools near and wide, simply as a pastime. Most
contributors to the site seem to be either severely disgruntled students
looking for a fleeting revenge, smitten students extolling the desirability of
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an unattainable object, bored students responding to reviews that they’re
reading, and the occasional record-straightener.
Since the beginning of formal education, students have complained
about their teachers. I know I did it, but within the obscurity of personal,
private conversations. e only thing different about  is the thin
veneer of public service connoted by vaguely quantitative evaluations
and nominal safeguards against the most blatant forms of vote rigging.
Is my own reaction to  not more about my own feelings of embarrassment or hurt than a true concern for the civility and maturity of the
digital agora? A more appropriate response might be to contextualize this
phenomenon within this larger category. Along with online social spaces
like MySpace and Facebook,  participates in a digital culture that
encourages the broad public dissemination of formerly private personal
information: it broadcasts intimacy, with all the social and emotional
repercussions that such indiscriminate dissemination must entail. is
might be a more interesting way to understand the site. Over the past
year, several American college students have been expelled from their
institutions or otherwise reprimanded for breaking rules against underage
drinking, drinking in dorm rooms, or engaging in acts of vandalism—what
is new is that the students in question had themselves posted incriminating photos on Facebook, showing a startling lack of sophistication for the
so-called digital generation. Similarly, professors routinely receive e-mails
from students with online identities like “sexycoed” and “sirdrinksalot,” emails that further stun by their demanding tone, inane content, or simple
inappropriateness; a recent New York Times article details the outrage,
bemusement, and simple puzzlement manifested by many of us in the face
of this new kind of student behaviour (Glater). e  factor—a kind of
blithe and self-entitled rudeness—is endemic to the digital realm inhabited by these young adults. To address the more fundamental shift from
private and discreet interpersonal interaction to public and unabashed
broadcasting of opinion—rather than to enact this shift ourselves in our
own uses of the site or to take it seriously as simply and totally a tool of
teaching assessment—might offer a fruitful new teaching opportunity with
our students as they prepare for life outside the educational bubble, a new
social practice to research and theorize and mentor.
Maybe then I won’t be so concerned about my missing chili pepper.
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